
Supremacy 1151 

Chapter 1151 The Most Complex Technique Ever Created By A Mortal! 

Just like the previous battle, Queen Ai used those two minutes to introduce both combatant, starting 

with Duchess Alina. 

Unlike King Jaygat, she was born into royalty and was the sole heir to the throne. 

Though, the moment she was crowned, she managed to lead the vampire race into victory against the 

werewolves in their last war, recovering sizeable chunk of territory as spoils. 

After naming a few more noteworthy achievements, Queen Ai teleported Duchess Alina to the right side 

of the arena. 

Next, she switched to Felix and narrated his legendary achievements one by one, causing most of the 

viewers to feel awed and admiration. 

"When they are lined up like this, it really makes one wonder how can a single human reach this far." 

Emperor Lokhil wondered. 

The inner circle leaders had to admit it as well whether they liked Felix or not. 

After all, he had overthrown an empire and created a Federation in its place. 

He had reached the top fifteen in the Supremacy Games Hall of Fame with his insane and countless 

achievements in the games. 

He posessed more than ten unique titles, almost breaking the record. 

He was the first human to concoct potions. 

The first person in the universe to own multiple elemental manipulations. 

The first non dragon to win a dragon event in their territory. 

The first human to reach empyrean rank. 

The list goes on and on! 

If Queen Ai didn't speed up and picked only the most noteworthy achievements, she would have needed 

at least half an hour to explore all of Felix's achievements! 

LANDLORD!!! LANDLORD!!! LANDLORD!!! LANDLORD!!! 

The instant Queen Ai teleported Felix to the other side of the arena, his fans were overtaken by 

emotions by his described achievements and couldn't help but chant his name at the top of their lungs 

until their throats started burning. 

Since the entry was free, there were hundreds trillions of them screaming simultaneously, causing the 

grass to flutter, the trees to shake, and even deafening the loud waterfalls. 

Some of those fans were following Felix ever since his first game, Death Race. 
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Now, they were watching him battle ranked twelve player in the empyrean list to the death...It was hard 

not to get emotional. 

"Do you hear that?" Duchess Alina smiled coldly, "Today, those chants are going to turn into cries. I 

promise you." 

"Good luck." Felix replied with the same flat tone. 

Just as Duchess Alina was about to retort, Queen Ai declared monotonously, "You have twenty seconds 

to teleport anywhere on your side of the arena and prepare yourself...When the time ends, you are free 

to battle each other." 

The instant she heard so, Duchess Alina dropped her attempt at trash talking Felix and teleported tens 

of kilometers away from him. 

Felix took it a step further and teleported close to the edge of the arena, leaving his back against the 

towering mountainous chain. 

Felix's entire plan depended heavily on those twenty seconds, so he swiftly began his preparation. 

'Size manipulation, X100.' 

'Poisonous Energy Devouring Lagoon Graveyard.'  

The instant Felix's size matched the tallest mountain in the arena, he released a flood of purplish water 

at the grass field from every pore of his skin! 

The amount was so large, it merely took a few seconds to surround Felix with a purplish lagoon! 

"Is he planning on using the same strategy as in the King of The Arena game?" Queen Allura wondered. 

"Doubtful?" Queen Alfreda reasoned, "It will take him hours to fill up this arena." 

She was right. 

The arena spread for hundreds of kilometers and no matter how much Felix tried, it would be near 

impossible to repeat the same feat as in that game. 

That's why Felix stopped releasing water from his body after he was satisfied with the created lake 

around him. 

"What now?" Olivia titled her head in confusion, "Isn't the water going to spread over the arena and be 

absorbed by the grass field?" 

As she mentioned, the lagoon was indeed spreading further and further away from Felix. 

This kept reducing its visible quantity. 

But, Felix didn't seem to care as he merely lowered his head and looked at the lagoon. Then, he uttered 

in his mind while extending his palms forward, 'Unstoppable Tsunamis.' 

While being in the center, Felix kept revolving in his place while pushing out towering purplish Tsunamis 

in all directions! 



As they were getting further and further away from him, their size kept growing bigger and bigger! 

The instant they were at least ten kilometers away from Felix and had reached one kilometer in height, 

he ordered calmly while aiming at them, "Adamantine Crystallization." 

The humongous Root Gemstone in his forehead started illuminating brilliantly for a split second before 

firing a beam of blinding white light at those tsunamis while he was spinning clockwise! 

"Unbelievable..." 

"He can do that?!" 

"Holy crap!!!" 

No matter who was watching, everyone were left with widened eyes at the mind-blowing sight of those 

tsunamis getting crystallized and turned into walls of towering white adamantine mixed with purplish 

patches! 

Since all of those tsunamis were connected with a single lagoon, the crystallization process spread out 

like a plague to the rest of the water on the ground! 

In no time, a massive crystallized flat-bottomed bowl with walls reaching a kilometer in height was 

created in the arena! 

Felix was standing in the center of it with an indifferent expression. 

"What the hell is he planning on doing..." 

Duchess Alina felt her heart skip a beat as she watched Felix's size turn smaller until he was completely 

hidden behind the white adamantine walls. 

Just like Felix, she was preparing a sea of blood around her to set up her own environment for the fight, 

but it was forcefully interrupted when Felix showed her this crazy scene! 

Unfortunately for her, this was merely the beginning of Felix's strategy. 

'Second phase, foundation and ceiling.' 

The moment Felix returned to his original size, he used his maximum speed to sprint all over the 

crystallized flat-bottomed bowl and then manifest thick tall adamantine pillars! 

By utilizing his gemstone manipulation external range, he was able to create multiple pillars at the same 

time in one-kilometer radius. 

The moment he finished, he connected those pillars with white adamantine ceiling! 

He kept doing this for each kilometer radius until he completely sealed shut the crystallized flat-

bottomed bowl! 

There wasn't even a tiny hole for a needle to pass through! 

'Second phase finished with three seconds to spare.' Felix nodded slightly in satisfaction and sat in the 

center of the crystallized flat-bottomed bowl to take a quick break. 



From within, it looked utterly breathtaking and mesmerizing like one was sitting inside a diamond due to 

the sunlight passing through the crystal and creating beautiful shimmers. 

While Felix was enjoying the view, Duchess Alina and the rest of the viewers were left staring at the 

sealed shut crystallized flat-bottomed bowl with dumbfounded looks. 

"Fight!" 

Even when Queen Ai announced the start of the battle, Duchess Alina didn't move an inch from her 

place. 

"Are you kidding me?!" Duchess Alina cursed furiously, "Is he planning to hide there forever?!" 

Duchess Alina ought to feel enraged as she knew that Felix's white adamantine bowl was almost 

unbreakable! 

She witnessed its creation and noticed that those tsunamis had width of tens of meters! 

If they stayed as tsunamis, it wouldn't have mattered, but now that they were turned into walls made 

out of white adamantine, she knew that even legendary explosive scrolls weren't going to do sh*t to 

them!! 

This signified that as long as Felix was inside the bowl and kept feeding it with gemstone elemental 

energy, nothing could hurt him or force him out of there! 

"I have to admit that his utilization of Carbuncle's ultimate ability and Kraken's abilities is really 

ingenious." Siren chuckled. 

"If he relied wholly on his gemstone manipulation, it would have taken him hours to finish such massive 

structure." Erebus agreed, "He really is full of tricks every time we see him." 

"What's next?" Saurous sneered, "Is he going to hide there until he exhausts his energy stones?" 

"Hide?" Thor laughed, "You are too impatient. My boy is just starting his technique." 

The moment he said so, Felix stood up from the crystallized ground and cracked his knuckles. 

"Let's begin third phase...The Maze of Forgiveness." He uttered coldly. 

Chapter 1152 The Maze Of Forgiveness! L 

Without delay, Felix manifested an invisible holographic blueprint that was showing a three-dimensional 

maze from above. 

'Let's begin with the walls.' Felix took a mere glance at blueprint and then began constructing thick and 

tall white adamantine walls around him, following the exact instructions of the blueprint. 

Naturally, this was going to take time to build since he needed to be as precise as possible. 

Yet, Felix didn't seem too rushed or worried that Duchess Alina was going to take advantage of this and 

ambush him or something. 
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As he expected, Duchess Alina could be seen standing a couple of kilometers away from the maze's 

exterior with a disgruntled expression. 

'What is he doing?' 

Since Felix hadn't drunk any potion to hide his presence, Duchess Alina kept watching Felix's infrared 

aura sprinting from a place to another nonstop. 

Even Manananggal couldn't tell her anything through her mind as it was against the rules and Queen Ai 

was able to pick up anything he said. 

While she was confused by Felix's movements, the viewers were more baffled even though they were 

seeing exactly what he was doing. 

"Is it me or is he building a maze?" Kumiho titled her head in confusion. 

"He is building one." Aspidochelone rubbed his beard thoughtfully, "Why, though?" 

If even primogenitors were bewildered by Felix's plan, there was no need to mention the rest of the 

viewers. 

Almost everyone had watched hundreds to thousands of fights either in real world or in the games 

platforms. Yet, not a single fighter had ever attempted to create a maze to win a battle. 

It just didn't make sense. 

"Mind sharing with us your boy's thought process?" Erebus inquired as he eyed Felix's masters. 

"Where is the fun in that?" Thor chuckled, "You will understand eventually." 

Upon hearing so, no one brought the matter again and merely kept watching Felix constructing a highly 

complex maze with hundreds of dead ends and no clear path to the ending! 

Meanwhile, Duchess Alina didn't waste her time spectating Felix and waiting for him to finish his 

preparation. 

'That bastard can hide inside his bowl and start raining down on me with his nukes.' 

Duchess Alina knew that her safety wasn't secured yet...So, she continued creating her own blood sea. 

Though, she was smart enough to manifest it around the maze! 

'If he dares fire his nukes this close to his bowl, it will be affected by the force even if it didn't break. 

Plus, it will help me use it as a shield by teleporting to the other side after transmuting.' Duchess Alina 

thought as she kept releasing an insane amount of blood through her pores nonstop.  

Since she couldn't increase her size like Felix to fasten the process, it was taking her a while to surround 

the maze with a sea of blood. 

 Though, she didn't seem to care...She was keeping her eyes on Felix constantly, and it seemed like he 

had no plans to counter her counter. 



'Smart of her, but this merely helps my plan work faster.' Felix expressed as he glanced at Duchess 

Alina's countermeasures. 

In less than ten minutes, both Felix and Duchess Alina had finished their work almost simultaneously. 

In the case of Duchess Alina, the crystallized flat-bottomed bowl was now seen to be swimming in a lake 

of blood from above. 

Because Duchess Alina's external manipulation covered hundred kilometers more or less, she was able 

to keep the blood sea affixed around the crystallized bowl instead of spreading all over the arena. 

Meanwhile, Felix's crystallized maze had finally taken shape, making most viewers admire its 

sophisticated and complex structure. 

Still, none of them had any clue what's the point of it. 

Fortunately, Felix wasn't done yet. 

'Now, the puppets.' 

Felix extended his hand forward and began creating hundreds of humaniod and beastified golems with 

different colors. 

Then, he bestowed life upon them with his Root Gemstone. 

Next, Felix created tens of different big containers and placed them on the elevated platform that they 

were standing on at the center of the maze. 

Then, he manifested crystallized assault rifles, sniper rifles, cannons, grenades launchers, and more. He 

placed each type of weaponry inside a specific container, filling them to the brim. 

When he was done, he moved on to materializing many types of ammo to match with each unique 

weapon. 

Even those ammo were unique from each other as there were ones filled with poison, others packed 

with electrical discharges, and some even had Argadite gemstones inside! 

It took Felix more than five minutes to fill up the ammo containers with thousands if not more! 

By now, even idiots began to understand Felix's true objective with the maze! 

"He is planning to lure Duchess Alina inside and get rid of her with his over geared armies!" Moana 

exclaimed with a shocked expression. 

"It does look like it, but wouldn't be impossible with his limited external manipulation?" Baron 

wondered. 

His question was shared by the majority of understanding viewers as everyone could see that the maze 

spread for ten kilometers radius. 

If Felix sent his troops with those weapons to cover up most of the distance, there was no way he was 

going to activate all the weapons from the center. 



Unless he had pushed all of his manipulations to ten kilometers in such a short period of time. 

That was pure insanity in their minds! 

Their skepticism was real and Felix's external manipulations were still at around one kilometer besides 

his newly added water manipulation. 

But, Felix had found a loophole that could help him extend his external manipulation...Besides the 

primogenitors, he was the only one capable of doing it! 

Felix pointed his finger at twenty humaniod golems that resembled him greatly and ordered, 'Step 

forward.' 

After separating themselves from the herd, Felix created multiple wisps of his consciousness and placed 

them within those golem clones. 

'You know the plan and your roles.' Felix said calmly. 

The twenty clones nodded in understanding and began separating the hundreds of golems into their 

squads. 

Then, they commanded them telepathically to pick up their personalized weapons and ammo. 

The humaniod golems were responsible for assault rifles, sniper rifles, and such small arms...While the 

beastified golems carried grenade launchers, landmines, cannons and such. 

When each golem was armed to the teeth, Felix activated their weapons with electrical Railgun rings. 

'Go to your positions and take your troops with you.' He ordered. 

The twenty commanders marched in different directions with their troops behind them, weaving 

through the maze like they knew every single detail about it. 

It wasn't farfetched to think so as they were copies of Felix and had all of his intellectual gifts. 

In less than five minutes, the viewers were left absolutely dumbfounded by the current scene before 

them. 

The golems armies were dispatched through the entire maze, having tens of them situated on each 

path. 

Wherever they looked, there were golems defending a path with their lives! 

Meanwhile, the twenty commanders were sitting on small platforms affixed on the walls, keeping a 

close eye on their nearest squads. 

"Everything looks planned out and precise." Queen Alfreda frowned, "But still, this doesn't solve the 

external manipulation issue." 

"It does." Empress Emily answered monotonously, "Those twenty commanders are operated by wisps of 

consciousness of that punk. This means that each one of them have one-kilometer external 

manipulation radius to himself. He positioned them in a precise manner to avoid having their range 

stacking up on each other to cover every nook and cranny of the maze." 



"That make more sense." 

"I didn't think that wisps can be used like that." 

"Interesting." 

No one argued or disapproved of Empress Emily's take, knowing that she rarely opened her mouth 

unless she was confident in her opinions. 

In this case, she hit the nail right in the head! 

Felix had found out that he could control his element with wisps of consciousness, no matter how far he 

was from his main consciousness! 

It gave him the idea to expand on his external manipulation by taking advantage of his ability to create 

multiple wisps simultaneously! 

It was quite different from the strategy he used in his empyrean promotion game. 

The only limitation standing before him was those golems' inability to create anything with the 

elements. 

They could only control what was already created by him. 

Still, this wasn't an issue to Felix and had already created countermeasures for it. 

He kept fifty beastified golems in the shape of horses near him and was planning to use them to deliver 

weapons, ammo, and anything his armies required! 

Just like this, the entire maze would be under his rulership and the moment Duchess Alina decide to 

step inside, he would be able to play with her without moving an inch! 

'She must be getting lonely outside.' Felix smiled coldly as he eyed Duchess Alina moving back and forth 

in her blood sea, trying to find a way to enter the maze. 

'This thing is completely sealed shut.' Duchess Alina knitted her eyebrows in irritation as she controlled 

her blood to cover the crystallized maze's exterior. 

She just wanted to find a tiny hole, which would allow her to transmute into a drop of blood and sneak 

inside. 

Ka-thumb!!! 

Just as she was about to think of another method, a sudden thunderous noise emerged from the 

southern side of the maze, sending multiple vibrations through blood sea. 

When Duchess Alina merged with the blood sea and appeared in front of the noise source, she couldn't 

help but get startled. 

It turned out that a small window was opened up on the wall! 

It was positioned at least two hundred meters above the ground, making it hard for Duchess Alina to see 

within. 



'Is that bastard inviting me inside by his own will?' Duchess Alina knitted her eyebrows tightly, not liking 

this assumption at all. 

She wasn't stupid...She discerned from Felix's constant movements that he was concocting something 

horrible for her. 

Now that he opened a window for her? It was all the reason to keep her guards up. 

'But, if I don't enter, this battle will be prolonged for a long time.' Duchess Alina thought, 'He must have 

came stacked to the brim with elemental stones...His elemental tank is already on a monstrous level. So, 

this battle might last even days or an entire week before he starts to feel burnt out by sustaining this 

structure.' 

'Should I just do the smart thing and leave him to tire himsel...Hmm?'  

Before Duchess Alina could finish her thought, she spotted a small shimmering red sphere thrown from 

the window and falling towards her. 

The moment she realized what it was, Duchess Alina instantly manifested a giant blood hand and 

smashed the shimmering sphere away! 

BOOOOOOOM!! 

Before it flew to a safe distance, it exploded nearby the blood sea and the maze's wall! 

Naturally, the sea blood was affected the most as the explosion had evaporated massive quantity and 

caused the sea to experience major turbulence! 

Just as Duchess Alina was about to curse out Felix, her expression turned to the worst after she spotted 

tens more of those brilliant sphere falling on her sea!! 

Yet, she didn't even glance at them as she had noticed a crumbled piece of old paper was mixed amidst 

them...It was also shimmering with light. 

The instant she spotted it, her face turned for the worst! She recognized it instantly to be a scroll and 

possibly an epic or legendary explosive one! 

So, without an ounce of hesitation, Duchess Alina teleported to the opposite side of the maze and took 

cover under a shield created of out crystallized hardened blood! 

Booom Boom Booom!... 

"Huh? That's it?" After the series of explosions ended, Duchess Alina was left bewildered. 

She was waiting for a nuclear type explosion due to that scroll, but nothing of such had occurred. 

Unbeknownst to her, the scroll used was merely a common explosive one! 

'Whether you enter or not, I am going to play with you to death.' Felix smirked faintly as he had 

hundreds of such crumbled scrolls placed in a box near him! 

Chapter 1153 The Maze Of Forgiveness! Ll 
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"Bastard!" 

Duchess Alina immediately knew that she had been trolled, and she wasn't pleased in the slightest by it. 

She swiftly returned to the window and noticed that her blood sea had been affected significantly in 

that area. 

The explosions had left multiple wide craters and what remained of her blood in that area filled them. 

'If he keeps throwing those bombs, my blood sea will evaporate with time.' Duchess Alina frowned, 'It 

took me too much energy and time to create it. I can't let him destroy my effo...' 

Booom Boom Boom!... 

Before she could finish her sentence, various explosions occurred around the entire maze nonstop! 

Duchess Alina's expression turned ugly after sensing her blood sea getting screwed badly! 

'How is he doing this? Golems?' Duchess Alina figured it out the moment she spotted tens of red 

gemstones thrown from multiple windows. 

'Is this his plan? Did he open those windows to keep pressuring me from the inside instead of wanting to 

enter?' Duchess Alina soon shook her head, 'Whether he wants me in or not, I need to retaliate quickly.' 

Without delay, Duchess Alina attempted to save what remained of her blood sea by using her external 

manipulation to manifest humongous blood palms and send them toward the windows. 

Boom Boom Boom!... 

Some of them were assaulted heavily by explosions, causing them to get disfigured, while the rest made 

it there safely after devouring the Argadite bombs before going off. 

Thud! Thud! Thud!... 

Whether they were disfigured or not, all the giant blood palms covered the windows at the same time. 

'Harden!'  She ordered. 

They turned into crystallized blood arms, making it impossible for those Argadite bombs to go past 

them. 

'Think fast! He can easily create new windows and restart his destruction again.' Duchess Alina 

narrowed her eyes in focus at the maze, and began considering all of her available options to win this 

without stepping foot in the maze. 

'I can use the same strategy as him and throw crumbled explosive scrolls inside!' 

This was the only tactic she came up with that could somewhat work. 

Though, she knew that it wasn't going to harm Felix at all since she could see that he was sitting in the 

center of the bowl, five kilometers away from her. 

'I wanted to save those only for emergencies, but screw it.' 



So, Duchess Alina decided to go all out from the start to avoid Felix countering her tactic. 

She beamed three epic explosive scrolls, three epic Inferno Ignition scrolls, and to top it off, she even 

brought out three legendary explosive scrolls! 

Without an ounce of hesitation, she crumbled and threw them in her blood sea. Then, she used it to 

transport them to those crystallized blood arms in a sneaky manner. 

Some viewers held their breaths in anticipation while some did so in worry. 

"If those scrolls went off inside the maze, Felix will be turned into toast whether his maze survived or 

not!" Baron commentated. 

Before Selphie and the others could add anything, Duchess Alina swiftly softened those blood arms and 

pushed the crumbled scrolls to the ending of the palms, launching them inside the maze! 

'They are here...' 

While his fans and loved ones were worried sick, Felix's expression didn't change in the slightest after 

spotting those flying brilliant scrolls through the eyes of his golems. 

He merely released a single order, 'Do it.' 

The nearest commanders to those scrolls aimed their sniper rifles at them and fired normal pointy 

bullets! 

Even the troops on the paths rained on them with their assault rifles! 

Under this rain of bullets, those crumbled scrolls got ripped apart or exploded into tiny pieces one by 

one! 

When that happened, not a single one of them ended up activating!!! 

"Haha! No wonder all the opened windows were near the largest numbers of troops and their 

commanders." Erebus laughed. 

The rest of the primogenitors instantly figured out Felix's tactic as well and couldn't help but shower him 

with a couple of praises. 

Everyone knew that scrolls' only weakness was their inability to activate if the entire runic structure 

wasn't illuminated properly! 

It could be considered as each scroll had a specific timer of activation due to those runic sentences 

written on them. 

If even a single letter wasn't illuminated, the scrolls were considered nothing but mere pieces of paper! 

"He must have baited Alina to use them by giving her the inspiration to use crumbled explosive scrolls as 

he did." Siren mentioned. 

When Duchess Alina noticed that her scrolls hadn't gone off even after a couple of seconds, she knew 

that she had been had! 



'F*cking bastard! I wasted three legendaries at once!' 

Duchess Alina was extremely aggravated by this loss since she didn't possess many legendaries scrolls in 

her arsenal. 

When Felix assassinated her and the upper nobles, Queen Ai destroyed everything in their spatial cards, 

so their enemies wouldn't loot them. 

This meant that she had lost almost all the strongest scrolls and best potions her race had collected! 

In the past month, she tried her best to renew her arsenal, but it didn't go smoothly due to King Arthur 

banning any dealings with the Darkin faction's races. 

Fortunately, Mannanganl had some legendary scrolls and gave them to her...Now, she was down by 

three without causing any harm to Felix! 

Thud! Thud! Thud!... 

To add salt to injury, Felix ordered his clones to close those windows and open new ones near other 

commanders! 

Then, he restarted his bombing strategy on the blood sea to apply as much pressure as possible on 

Duchess Alina. 

Duchess Alina moved faster this time to seal those windows...Too bad, the moment she succeeded, Felix 

merely close them and open new ones! 

They kept going back and forth like this for more than three minutes until Duchess Alina started to lose 

her cool. 

'If I pulled back, I will lose my blood sea, and he will switch to long-ranged attacks with nukes.' Duchess 

Alina thought with a resentful look, 'If I stayed in my place, this would keep going until the entire area 

surrounding the maze will be turned into a ditch.' 

Duchess Alina knew if that happened, her blood sea would be affected the most! 

'I can only enter the maze and handle this up close.' Duchess Alina decided, 'As long as I have a pool of 

blood on the outside, I can spawn back on it when things get too difficult inside.' 

Although Duchess Alina intended to step foot inside the enemy's territory, she wasn't dumb to go for it 

without having an exit strategy! 

As the strongest vampire in this era, her blood manipulation and mastered abilities couldn't be 

compared to any vampire that Felix had fought against. 

Even Marquise Sebastian was a mere child before her! 

"You want me in, then you better be prepared to take me in." Duchess Alina uttered coldly as she 

retreated far away from the maze. 

Then, she began creating multiple blood pools deep underground, so nothing would impact them. 



When she was done, she returned to her sea of blood that was on the brick of being completely 

evaporated by the heat. 

She gathered what remained of it and pushed it through those windows forcefully! She transmuted 

herself and snuck inside the maze with one of those blood floods. 

'It's a maze?!' Duchess Alina was taken back slightly after she spotted giant walls connected with the 

ceiling and multiple paths leading in different directions. 

She had an assumption before that there were walls inside the bowl since the crystallized exterior walls 

didn't completely hide everything. 

However, not in her wildest dreams did she think they were maze walls! 

Thud Thud Thud!! 

Her thought process was forcefully broken after she noticed that her blood floods were cut short. 

'He closed the windows.' Duchess Alina knitted her eyebrows, 'Did he guess that I have entered the 

maze or he knows for sure?' 

The answer came sooner than she anticipated as every single nearby golem aimed their weapons at the 

blood rivers contained within the adamantine walls and began firing electrical bullets, and poisonous 

bombs to avoid harming themselves! 

'Not in my watch.' 

Duchess Alina controlled all of her blood rivers inside the maze to create a thick crystallized blood 

shield! 

Szzzlzlzlz!! Poof Poof! 

All the bullets and bombs were blocked successfully by the shield, suffering mere cracks here and 

there...They were constantly being repaired due to being connected with the blood rivers! 

'Capture them.' Duchess Alina ordered coldly as she eyed those golems. 

The blood river spawned extremely sticky dark red tentacles and dispatched them swiftly toward the 

golems! 

The golems tried their best to defend against them but their poisonous and electrical ammo was 

useless! 

So, they were met with the same fate, getting captured forcefully by those sticky tentacles, not allowing 

them to even lift their weapons without suffering from tough resistance! 

"They are done for." Queen Alfreda commentated calmly, "Those golems might be extremely difficult to 

break, but they are useless against viscous powers." 

As she stated, all of those golem squads ended up getting disarmed and cocooned against the walls by 

that gluey blood substance! 



'She controlled multiple blood rivers in different areas simultaneously and managed to protect them all 

without even canceling her transmutation ability.' Felix narrowed his eyes, 'She really is a monster in 

blood manipulation.' 

'This will be much tougher than anticipated.' 

Chapter 1154 The Maze Of Forgiveness! Lll 

Felix wanted to force out Duchess Alina from hiding in her blood river to know exactly which one he 

needed to focus on. 

But it ended up failing...Still, he had other plans to make this happen. 

'He hasn't moved from his place at all.' Duchess Alina frowned as she observed Felix with her blood 

vision, 'Is that even him? Or did he use the same tactic in the arena's game to throw me off while he is 

hiding somewhere else?' 

Duchess Alina recalled that Felix had managed to fool everyone in the king of the arena game by using a 

gemstone clone that countered all types of visions. 

'It can't be fake. Unless he brought an actual living clone with him, there is no way he can fake his 

bloodstream flowing in that unique manner.' Duchess Alina thought to herself as she analyzed Felix's 

peculiar bloodstream. 

With seven hearts and runic codex veins, Felix's bloodstream was just too unique to be copied. 

So, she continued targeting the center of the maze...However, the journey didn't go as smoothly as she 

had hoped. 

BOOOM BOOM! BOOOM!!... 

Her expression turned for the worst after she sensed that the rest of her blood rivers were barraged by 

explosions from the ground! 

'The hell? Are those landmines?' 

She instantly recognized the source after her own blood river was met with multiple camouflaged 

landmines on the ground, forcing her to halt the advancement of all blood rivers. 

They resembled anti-tank landmines as they were circular and had a big button on top...Underneath the 

buttons, there were multiple Agardine bombs! 

They were created out of the purplish Chalfinite gemstone and hidden on top of the big purplish patches 

on the adamantine floor! 

After all, Felix had crystalized energy draining water into adamantine...This created a mixture of colors, 

which he definitely took advantage of! 

'What a crafty punk.' Duchess Alina cursed. 

She knew that her blood rivers would apply pressure on those buttons, pushing them down and crashing 

the Agarditine small bombs inside, making them go off! 
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This wouldn't be considered an issue if those landmines weren't situated on each path in this maze, 

making her understand that she could not control all of her blood rivers to deal with them at the same 

time without taking an extremely long time! 

If she decided to focus only on clearing her path and ignore the rest of the blood rivers for the sake of 

speed, she would expose herself! 

Every move that Felix made was for a specific prediction of Duchess Alina's thought process. 

'What's your move?' Felix thought as he watched the blood rivers going completely stale through the 

eyes of tiny golems in the shape of rats. 

"This is really a close battle of wits." Erebus uttered in intrigue. 

"The smartest decision to make is to stay hidden as far as possible to bridge the distance." Mannanngal 

smiled, "But on the other hand...She doesn't need to go so far." 

The moment he said so, Duchess Alina emerged from the blood river as a humanoid blob of blood and 

then uttered coldly, "Destroy anything in my path!" 

Just like a beast was awakened, the Blood River transformed into a humongous monstrosity with 

multiple different limbs! 

The bottom half was liquified while the top half had crystalized hardened arms and sticky ones as well! 

Meanwhile, Duchess Alina was situated in its chest, showing only her head. 

Whoosh!! Boom!! Boom!! 

The blood monster began smashing those landmines away while charging forward without much 

resistance! 

Even when some mines exploded on his arms, Duchess Alina restored them back to their form instantly. 

As for the rest of the blood rivers? Duchess Alina merely ordered them to remain in their place, knowing 

that they could be used later on. 

'Reinforcement is required in the northern region!' 

'All nearby troops intercept the target!' 

'Use everything!!' 

Now that Duchess Alina had exposed her true location, The golem commanders ditched their positions 

and led their troops to create defensive barricades in front of her! 

Since there were hundreds of them armed to the teeth, the maze was turned upside down with many 

colorful explosions. 

Yet still, nothing deemed enough to take down the blood monster or harm Duchess Alina! 

Electrical and poisonous bombs? They got negated with liquified blood projectiles! 



Explosive bullets and bombs? They were caught by the sticky limbs, making them unable to go off and 

remain stuck there! 

There were even suicidal golems with tasks of charging into the blood monster and getting manually 

exploded by their commanders! 

Unfortunately, they merely got slapped back to the troops. 

"You are really looking down on me by sending those toys to handle me!" 

Duchess Alina yelled furiously as she charged with her blood monster through the troops' formations 

like they were nothing! 

Even the viewers began to believe that Felix's maze tactic was useless and just a massive waste of 

energy when his trusted troops were being run through like prostitutes. 

Although Felix's troops were falling left and right without slowing down Duchess Alina's march by even a 

little, he still didn't seem fazed. 

He merely kept creating new ammo, new weapons, and new golems before sending them to reinforce 

his troops. 

At the same time, he was watching Duchess Alina's pathing in his maze with such predatory eyes it made 

some spectators' blood turn cold. 

"I know that cute look." Kumiho giggled, "He is preparing something evil again." 

The Darkin faction's primogenitors' expression also turned solemn, knowing that Felix always had three 

to four schemes stacked one above the other! 

So, they didn't feel the slightest amount of joy at the sight of Duchess Alina going rampant in the maze 

while approaching Felix bit by bit. 

'Don't worry too much.' Saurous said, 'Nothing he does can threaten Alina. Even if it was something 

serious, she can always escape outside by spawning in one of those blood pools.' 

'I know.' Mananngal nodded. 

'I actually hope he makes a move on her personally.' Wendigo said coldly, 'With Alina's masterful blood 

flow control, she can easily screw him by using his own blood with a mere stare.' 

Wendigo wasn't joking one bit! 

Felix knew that fighting with Duchess Alina face-to-face was the last option possible because of her 

ability to control anyone's blood flow within their bodies! 

Felix was capable of resisting easily other vampires when they tried to control his bloodstream since he 

was the master but in the case of Duchess Alina? 

Even Elder Dragon would be placed in serious danger if he fought her face to face and allowed her free 

reign in his bloodstream! 

That's what it meant to be the strongest blood Elementalist in the universe aside from Manananggal. 



Felix created this maze in the first place with hundreds of thick walls for the sake of building an 

environment that would minimize face-to-face battles with Duchess Alina. 

Though, it seemed to everyone that face-to-face was the only way forward as his troops were useless 

and he couldn't hide forever for her. 

"Great, another dead-end." Duchess Alina expressed in irritation after she ended up reaching a dead-

end in her path. 

When she turned around, she got even more annoyed at the sight of more troops locking her near the 

wall while pointing their guns at the blood monster. 

She didn't seem too worried as this scenario had occurred at least three times and she got out of it 

forcefully every time. 

"You never get tired, Don't y..." 

Rumble Rumble!!... 

However, just as she wanted to charge through the troops, her eyes widened in shock at the sight of the 

three walls around her getting deformed in shape like they were melting candy bars! 

Then, they connected the melting parts with each other before getting hardened again, but this time, in 

the shape of a closed-shut cube!! 

Rumble!! 

With one last echo, the maze returned to its peaceful state...The only difference was that Duchess Alina 

had been successfully imprisoned inside a white adamantine cube with tens of troops!! 

The viewers were left staring at each other with widened eyes in absolute shock. 

Everything happened so fast, Duchess Alina barely managed to order her blood monster to move! 

"How did I miss it..." Baron murmured in disbelief, "Felix's entire maze is under his control, and can 

shape it as he wished anytime!!!" 

Chapter 1155 The Maze Of Forgiveness! IV 

"Don't tell me he is planning to use the same strategy he used on me." Marquise Sebastian raised an 

eyebrow in surprise after recalling how Felix managed to get rid of him in their empyrean game. 

"He will be disappointed if he went for it." Marquise Alfred snickered, knowing that Duchess Alina was 

capable of spawning on any pool of blood in her external range. 

In other words, if she realized that nothing could be done to free herself, she could easily spawn on one 

of the many blood rivers in the maze and restart her journey again! 

Felix knew this as well as he had heavily researched Duchess Alina's abilities.  

'Keep her busy.' He ordered his troops calmly while beaming an epic explosive scroll. 

Then, he faced Duchess Alina while still seated in a meditation position in the center of the maze. 
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He crumbled the scroll in his hand and made it hover above his palm with his mental energy. 

"Activate." He uttered indifferently. 

When the viewers noticed that the crumbled explosive scroll started to brighten up, all of them shared 

one reaction...Utter confusion! 

"What the hell is doing?" 

"Doesn't he know that it will blow off in two seconds?!" 

While most of his fans were freaking out, Felix counted the time in milliseconds while narrowing his eyes 

in concentration at a black humanoid hollow golem. 

It was staying at the corner of the cube while the rest of the troops were battling the blood monster 

with their lives. 

'0.5...0.4...0.3...' 

The instant a mere three milliseconds remained in the clock before the explosion of the scroll, Felix 

uttered under his breath, "Teleportation..." 

Just like he said a magic word, His pupil turned gray, his skin was covered with illuminating green veins, 

and most noticeably, shimmering mysterious runic letters appeared on his antlers, making him resemble 

an ancient shaman! 

Those capable of reacting fast enough to Felix's sudden change of appearance didn't even spend a 

millisecond looking at him, as their eyes were allured by a dazzling ashen-gray mystifying runic hex 

appearing above the crumbled scroll!! 

"Impossible..." 

"This can't be real..." 

"How!!" 

Before their eyes could even widen a bit in shock and disbelief, the crumbled scroll disappeared from 

Felix's palm! 

No one was able to track it but Felix as his eyes never left that dark humanoid golem, whose stomach 

was blazing with a blinding light from within, but not a single light particle escaped outside!! 

'Why are my danger senses tingling?!' Duchess Alina's suddenly felt goosebumps coursing on her skin, 

alarming her that something wasn't right. 

Unfortunately, before she could take any action, that last runic letter of the scroll became bright. 

Then... 

BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!!! 

Everyone was jolted out of their places after their ears were assaulted by an unexpected thunderous 

explosion, forcing them to switch their focus from Felix to the cube! 



When they saw nothing but blinding flashing light, all the vampires across the universe felt their hearts 

fall to the bottom of their stomachs! 

Everything happened so fast, even the alliance's inner leaders had yet to come to their senses after the 

noise quietened down and the cube turned into a streaming sauna, making it impossible to see within! 

'Did I get her?' Felix tightened his fists as he scanned the cube for Duchess Alina's existence...When he 

didn't see any skeleton, he got a bit hopeful that his tactic had worked. 

What a tactic it was! 

WHOOOOOAH!!! LANDLORD!!!! WHAT THE F*CK WAS THAT!!! HOLY CRAP!!! 

The instant Felix's fans got their sh*t together, they instinctively screamed and cheered a the top of 

their lungs with pure exhilaration in their eyes! 

None of them had a single clue about what had just transpired, yet they still celebrated Felix after 

noticing that nothing was alive inside the cube! 

Unfortunately, Felix wasn't planning on sharing the same happiness with them. 

'Queen hasn't announced anything.' He frowned while scanning the rest of the peaceful blood rivers, 

'She survived somehow. Did she manage to teleport to those pools in time? How? I had everything 

calculated. She can not pull off the teleportation in less than 0.2 seconds!' 

Just like Felix was questioning Duchess Alina's means of survival, she was also losing her mind over his 

impossible-to-predict ambush! 

'What did he do?! How can such a large explosion appear out of nowhere?! Did he put explosive scrolls 

inside one of those golems? But, it will be impossible to activate them from such a far distance! Maybe, 

he planted those condensed Agaditine gemstones instead? That can't be right too! Those gemstones are 

too sensitive and can explode with the first contact with air movement! I saw all of those golems 

sprinting all over the place!! WHAT THE HELL DID HE DO!'  

The southern blood river might seem peaceful from the exterior, but Duchess Alina, who was merged 

with it, was on brick of insanity at Felix's tactic! 

She wasn't planning on showing herself until she figured it out! 

While both Felix and Duchess Alina had stopped their advancement to focus on each other's peculiar 

methods of survival and ambush, every single viewer decided to watch a replay of their last 

confrontation after realizing that Duchess Alina had survived. 

The first thing that they reacted to was non-other than Felix's space spellcasting! 

"He really used a runic space spell, teleportation. I am honestly impressed and a bit alarmed." 

Jorōgumo, the mother of spiders expressed. 

"I always had a hunch that he can use runic spells too after that little human learned them somehow." 

Erebus remarked, "Yet, not in my wildest dreams did I expect him to have runic space familiarity and 

even master teleportation." 



The rest of the primogenitors nodded in agreement. 

Although Lady Yggdrasil kept Felix's secrets to herself, all of them guessed that she must have succeeded 

in turning Felix into a runic spellcaster. His wooden antlers were already a big giveaway, don't even 

mention Olivia's situation. 

The Darkin faction primogenitors had warned Duchess Alina about it, so she could be on alert if Felix 

used sand spells, poison spells, or such, in their battle. 

Yet, none of them even bothered to consider the impossible notion that Felix had an insane space 

familiarity!! 

They knew that it had to be monstrous since Felix barely spent nine years in the elves' royal family! 

For a complete beginner in runic spellcasting to master such a highly complex space ability, it was just on 

the border of insanity! 

'This f*cking brat is unbelievable!' Saurous cursed furiously, 'Every single time! Every goddamn time he 

shows his face, he comes packing with something unpredictable!' 

'I thought that Lady Yggdrasil's daughter's existence is already too unfair for the mortals. Now, another 

one has appeared and it has to be that bastard.' Wendigo massaged his forehead in exhaustion. 

Throughout the elves' history, only a couple of insanely talented elves were born with gifts to 

comprehend highly complex elements while also having great runic familiarity with them. 

It was just too rare for those combinations to appear in one person. 

In the eyes of the primogenitors, Felix was one of them since he took almost no time to master a lesser 

space spell. 

They had absolutely no idea that Felix only had great familiarity and cheated his way through with his 

wisps factory in the UVR! 

"Tough luck for your little girl." Thor mocked as he looked at his enemies, "She will never guess that Felix 

has used a teleportation ability even if it was the last option." 

"F*ck off." Saurous flipped him off in resentment, making Thor explode in mocking laughter. 

Whether they liked to admit it or not, they knew that Thor was right! 

Only foolish people would connect Felix's ambush with a teleportation spell. 

It was far more likely for Duchess Alina to associate Felix using a void-related ability, such as manifesting 

a small void rift inside the golem and place a scroll inside. 

'Don't let him get in your head.' Mannnangal said calmly, 'With such little time, that boy must have 

learned only space teleportation and other elemental spells if he had more runic familiarities. If he used 

the same tactic on Alina, it's bound to fail.' 

'Indeed.' 

'That's true.' 



His partners nodded in agreement, knowing that even Selphie must have taken her many years at the 

start to master time spells when she was a beginner. 

'Let's hope that your trust in your descendant pays off. Tiara of Aegis isn't going to protect her head 

again.' Saurous frowned as he watched the replay of the moment the explosion occurred, focusing 

specifically on Duchess Alina's head. 

When the replay was played frame by frame, everyone managed to see a breathtaking gemstone-

embedded tiara manifest a small-sized golden barrier around Duchess Alina's head! 

The rest of her body was turned into nothingness by the explosion, however, the head wasn't even 

scratched! 

After the explosion ended, the head was turned into a blob of blood before disappearing out of 

existence! 

Clearly, Duchess Alina had teleported to the blood river at that moment and merged with it to recover 

the rest of her body. 

"Damn those immortal zombies." Werewolves King Treznor cursed hatefully while closing the replay. 

As the mortal nemesis of the vampires, he knew damn well that most of the high-leveled vampires were 

capable of recovering their bodies to peak as long as their brains were intact! 

Felix knew so as well...That's why he aimed at Duchess Alina's head when he assassinated her at the 

start of the war. 

But now, Duchess Alina came fully geared up to make sure that never happen again!! 

  

Chapter 1156 The Maze Of Forgivness! V 

'Tiara of Aeges' futharks has been completely exhausted...I can't rely on it again to save my head.' 

Duchess Alina frowned. 

All futharks in artifacts were fueled with elemental energy and if it was exhausted, the futharks would 

turn dim and inactive. 

While lower-quality artifacts could easily have their futharks replaced, legendary artifacts' furtharks 

must not be discarded. 

In other words, the only way for Tiara of Aegens to become active again is if their elemental energies 

were fueled back up...Only Dwarves were capable of doing so! 

'I need to change my approach.' 

To avoid falling into the same situation, Duchess Alina decided to go all out! 

The first thing she did was completely detach herself from the blood river. 

'There you are.' Felix swiftly spotted her like a radar and ordered his troops to go intercept her. 
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Duchess Alina heard the approaching footsteps and still, she didn't bother to create another blood 

monster...She beamed a couple of potions and began drinking them calmly. 

Potion experts in the audience immediately recognized them. 

"Spartan's Surge, Elixir of Titans, "Dragon's Fury Tonic, and Warrior's Brew. She is planning to go 

physical." 

Queen Allura shared with her peers, knowing that all of those potions were used to power up the 

physical properties of the user temporarily! 

Shatter...Shatter... 

After Duchess Alina finished drinking them, she threw the bottles to the side and wiped her lips with a 

frigid stare...Then, she uttered, "Semi-Transformation." 

The moment the words left her mouth, two bat-like featherless black wings burst from her back, hurling 

blood and flesh everywhere! 

Then, her bottom half got ripped apart in a gruesome manner, and fell down to the blood river, leaving 

Duchess Alina to hover in her place. 

Her fangs got much longer and covered her bottom lip while her nails become sharper and longer as 

well! 

Last but not least, her eyes became fully blood red! 

Most of the viewers weren't capable of looking at her anymore as she had transformed from a gorgeous 

Queen into a monstrous nightmare that visits children in their dreams! 

"Well, sh*t." 

The moment the troops arrived in front of Duchess Alina, Felix couldn't help but curse out loud after 

noticing Duchess Alina's transformation and the thrown unique bottles at the side! 

As a walking potions Wikipedia, Felix instantly recognized the effect of those potions merely from their 

shattered glass! 

This made him discern that Duchess Alina had taken this to the next level!  

"Felix, I know that you can hear me." Duchess Alina suddenly spoke while eyeing the crystalized golems 

in front of her. 

Not waiting for a reply, Duchess Alina flapped her wings slowly and stated coldly, "I am coming for you." 

Before the viewers could react to her bold announcement, Duchess Alina disappeared instantly from her 

place!! 

The shocked viewers attempted to see her location, but the automatic camera on Duchess Alina kept 

feeding them merely a moving chaotic flow! 

"She is moving too fast to get captured by the camera!" Elnora exclaimed what was on everyone's mind. 



Rumble Rumble!!... 

She was going too fast even Felix knew that his troops and imprisonment tactic were utterly useless 

before her! 

So, his first decision was to lock the paths in the maze's center, knowing that a single second lost would 

end up in Duchess Alina reaching him! 

'Cowardly bastard!' 

When Duchess Alina heard the noise of the walls near the center, she figured out Felix's counter-tactic 

instantly. 

'Faster! Faster!' 

So, she kept pushing herself to the limit, weaving through the maze's path at unprecedented and 

honestly impossible-to-control speed in such a complex environment! 

However, Duchess Alina made it look easy because of her semi-transformation providing her with 

extreme mobility and core control. 

In less than two seconds and after hitting more than ten dead-ends in her way, Duchess Alina finally 

arrived at one of the four paths leading straight to the center! 

Thud! Thud! Thud! Thud!! 

Unfortunately, she was still a tad bit slow as all of the paths were locked shut the moment she faced 

Felix's direction! 

"BASTARD!" Duchess Alina cursed furiously after she arrived at the newly erected crystalized wall. 

Literally, only a hundred meters or so separated her from Felix, yet she could do nothing but stare 

daggers at him with her blood vision. 

"You can't hide forever, you coward!" 

"I don't need to hide forever...I just need to keep hiding until your potions' effects end." Felix remarked 

calmly, knowing that she couldn't hear him. 

When the viewers heard him, they couldn't help but feel bad for Duchess Alina. 

"She is really fighting a shameless snake." Emperor Lokhil shook his head in disapproval, not too pleased 

with Felix's fighting style. 

"Good thing you can't fight for sh*t." Elder Dragon sneered at his remark, "You would have been eaten 

alive in your first fight." 

Elder Dragon might hate Felix's guts, but he hated such idiotic statements from non-fighters even more. 

Emperor Lokhil got slightly embarrassed but he kept his mouth shut, knowing that Elder Dragon wasn't 

one to be argued with. 



As expected, the true fighters applauded Felix's actions, knowing that those power-up potions had nasty 

aftereffects. 

In their eyes, he would be absolutely retarded to fight Duchess Alina at her strongest when he could 

fight at her weakest! 

Thud Thud Thud!! 

Whether Duchess Alina figured out Felix's plan or not, she began bashing the wall in front of her, hoping 

to destroy it. 

With her current strength, she actually managed to crack the surface slightly! 

Alas, that was as far as she could get. 

Felix merely kept watching her vent her frustration and anger at the wall through the eyes of a rat far 

behind her. 

'A chance...' Felix's eyes gleamed for a split second after he realized that Duchess Alina was currently 

unstable and had most of her guard lowered. 

After all, the smartest decision was to wait it out until she lose her power up. 

Duchess Alina was bound to believe that Felix would be aiming at her when she suffered from the 

aftermath not now. 

This was good and all, but Felix thought a step ahead! 

'She will most definitely hide again until the potions' aftermath settled down. I wouldn't be able to do 

anything to her then. When she recovers, we will be at a stalemate again.' Felix narrowed his eyes, 

'There won't be another chance like this to assassinate her directly and end this battle once and for all!' 

Felix already knew that it was a big risk to make a direct attack on Duchess Alina. But at this point? He 

understood that the battle was never going to end if he kept using merely his troops. 

As for bombing the entire maze with a nuclear-like condensed Argadite gemstone? He knew that 

Duchess Alina had prepared an exit strategy and wouldn't hesitate to use it to save herself. 

This in turn would restart the fight back to the original point and serve no purpose. 

Felix knew that he couldn't maintain his wisps of consciousness and the maze forever since they 

consume mental energy...It wasn't easy to recover it. 

'Now or never.' 

With a single deep breath, Felix entered the zone and began strategizing on how to increase his ambush 

chances. 

'I can only take power-up potions that don't affect my bloodstream too obviously.' Felix beamed merely 

three potions and used his mental energy to lift and bring them near his mouth. 

He understood that if he lifted them personally, Duchess Alina would associate the motion with drinking 

potion and alarm her. 



After he took them, Felix felt his overall strength, speed, and reaction speed gets enhanced noticeably. 

Though, he knew that it wouldn't be as good as Duchess Alina's. 

Unfortunately, all the best potions he concocted had an obvious reaction in his bloodstream. 

'Just as a countermeasure, let's take this as well.' Felix beamed another potion with crimson liquified 

content and gulped it down in one go. 

If those actions weren't obvious to the viewers that Felix was planning something, the moment he 

beamed his crescent battleaxe, everyone realized that Felix was going for the kill! 

Soon, Felix coated the axe's blade with potent True Poison, turning it completely purple. Then, he locked 

on Duchess Alina's back and cast a teleportation spell on himself. 

Whoosh!  

A medium gray shimmering hex manifested above Felix while he was still in a mediation position! 

'Don't tell me, he is trying to assassinate her like that...' 

Before the viewers could even finish their thought, Felix disappeared out of sight after a flash of light! 

When he appeared, he was seen hovering in his meditation position while swinging his poisonous 

crescent axe with everything he got at the center of Duchess Alina's head!!!  

"DIEEEE!!" He shouted furiously, letting out all of his pent-up anger and guilt from the war with that last 

swing! 

Chapter 1157 The Maze Of Forgiveness! VI (Final) 

Pspspspspsps!!!!!! 

A fountain of blood was drawn after the crescent axe successfully passed through Duchess Alina's upper 

body like it was made out of butter! 

Yet, not an ounce of joy was seen on Felix's face. 

It turned out, Duchess Alina managed to move her head slightly to the side with such a monstrous 

instinctual reflex, Felix felt chills course down his spine! 

Who could blame him? She had no clue about his teleportation ability, and he went the extra mile to 

even strike while still seated to not raise any alarms! 

Yet, the axe ended up merely cutting her from the shoulder, taking an entire wing and more than 40% of 

Duchess Alina's torso. 

Argh!! 

Duchess Alina groaned in agony after receiving such a heavy injury...Yet, before her separated torso 

could touch the ground, she turned to stare at Felix's with her nightmarish red eyes.  

The instant Felix's eyes came in contact with hers, he was able to utter a single word. 

"F*ck." 
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'BLOOD IMPLOSION!!'  

Pspspspspspspsps!!! 

Just like he ate a hand grenade, Felix's internal organs all ended up rupturing apart and releasing an 

abnormal amount of blood from every orifice in his body! 

Even his brain suffered from a deadly hemorrhage, causing him to bleed from his ears and eyes as well! 

Thud!! 

The force of the internal implosion caused Felix's body to smash into the nearest wall before falling to 

the ground like a dead dog, creating a puddle of blood underneath him... 

Arghhhhh!!! 

Meanwhile, Duchess Alina wasn't given even a split second to feel delighted by her counter-attack as 

Felix's true poison finally spread through her bloodstream and reached her brain, attacking it 

mercilessly! 

AAAAAAAAAA!!!! 

She fell on the ground as well and began rolling all over the place while her skin kept turning purple and 

fragile like her lifespan was being burnt at a noticeable speed! 

"..." 

"..." 

"..." 

It might seem like it took a long time, but the entire confrontation had taken place in less than a second, 

causing most of the viewers to be left utterly stunned by the sight before them. 

They were just thinking about Felix's assassination before they were met with the sight of him on the 

ground, unmoving and bleeding all over the place like a corpse! 

"Hahahah!! That's what I am talking about!" Saurous exploded in excited laughter, feeling like a kid 

whose birthday wish was finally fulfilled. 

He didn't even care about Duchess Alina, who was struggling to save her life by detoxing her poisoned 

blood before it completely destroy her brain. 

The only thing in his eyes was Felix's death! 

'Felix...' 

'This is really taking a bad turn.' 

Asna and Felix's masters couldn't help but feel worried about him as they could sense that Felix's entire 

internal system was an absolute mess! 

The worst part? All of his hearts were taken out besides the Dragon's heart! 



It was the only organ capable of resisting Duchess Alina's killer move, *Blood Implosion* since it 

belonged to the ancestral dragon himself! 

lub-dub....lub-dub... 

If it wasn't for it barely beating, Felix would have gotten instantly one shotted! 

'Don't worry he still has a portion of the Kraken's insane rejuvenation.' 

The moment Lady Sphinx said so, Felix's internal system began to recover at a monstrous pace, starting 

with healing his brain and stopping its fast bleeding. 

In less than a split second, it was back to its perfect shape and was followed by the rest of Felix's organs! 

All of the damages were gone and even the lost blood was restored! 

This was caused by non-other than the Kraken's rejuvenation being boosted by the potion that Felix 

drank as an emergency. 

As the ancestor of all octopus species, Elder Kraken naturally had one of the greatest physical 

rejuvenation in the universe. 

Even though Felix hadn't inherited a direct passive, his entire internal system was almost identical to the 

Kraken. 

This came with its own inherited gifts. 

With such a combination, Felix managed to regain consciousness at the same time Duchess Alina finally 

detoxed his poison from her system! 

The moment their eyes locked with each other again, both of them showed signs of disbelief. 

'How did he recover so f*cking fast?!' 

'How did she f*cking detox my most potent poison in a mere second?!' 

Both of them knew of each other's recovery and detox abilities, but none of them thought that it would 

be this insane! 

'God's Palms of Dyhadration!' 

'Reverse Blood Flow!' 

Again, both of them snapped out of their daze and assaulted each other at the same time. 

While Felix managed to cast one of his omnipotent sand spells, Duchess Alina forcefully reversed the 

blood flow inside his body! 

Argh!!! 

Felix groaned while holding his chest and head in agony as the blood didn't reach his organs and tissues 

that needed it...Including his brain! 

This resulted in a lack of oxygen and nutrients in the cells, leading to organ damage and failure. 



What's worse, Felix's heart worked against the reversed flow, which caused it to fail and switch to 

another heart. 

When it failed, another one began working for merely a second before failing as well! 

This ability might seem mild compared to Blood Implosion, but it was a hundred times worse since Felix 

was conscious to feel everything. 

Fortunately, he wasn't the only one suffering as his omnipotent sand spell imposed a serious threat to 

Duchess Alina. 

THUD THUD THUD THUD!! 

Hundreds of gigantic golden sand palms kept raining down on Duchess Alina from runic hexes, which 

were manifesting nonstop in every single direction without needing Felix's involvement! 

Those sand palms completely countered Duchess Alina's blood abilities due to their dehydration 

properties, allowing them to absorb liquid from any source with a mere touch! 

The majority of blood percentage was a liquid part, called plasma, which was made of water, salts, and 

protein! 

'F*ck! Crystalized Barrier!!' 

When Duchess Alina realized that she would get killed off instantly if a single sand palm landed on her, 

she was forced to protect herself with a thick crystallized dome! 

Crack Crack Crack!! 

Still, the gigantic sand palms mercilessly kept bashing the barrier, causing it to keep cracking 

continuously. 

Duchess Alina kept repairing it to save herself while having an ugly expression. 

'My vision is hindered!'  

The crystallized blood barrier was extremely dark red and thick, making it impossible to view outside of 

it. 

This might not seem like a big deal, but Duchess Alina knew that her attack on Felix was going to be 

canceled! 

Cough Cough! 

As she expected, Felix could be seen on his knees, coughing out large amounts of blood...Yet, his 

expression was full of relief like his internal system was finally back to normal operation! 

This was the only weakness of Duchess Alina's overpowered targeted blood control! It only worked or 

remained active if she kept eye contact with the target's body! 

Clothes might not affect her ability negatively, but thick walls were her absolute bane! 



Without waiting for the damages to heal properly, Felix stood up on his feet and watched Duchess Alina 

getting bombarded by his sand palms. 

Although Felix had complete freedom to attack the entrapped Duchess Alina in thousands of unique 

ways, he didn't act rashly. 

Instead, he took advantage of his active lightning-quick reflexes and cool-headedness to think of the 

perfect move that would actually end this bloody battle. 

'Anything I use will force her to teleport back to safety.' Felix narrowed his eyes coldly, 'The only true 

way to end this battle is if I used that spatial combo even though I have yet to truly master one of those 

two spells.' 

If anyone read his thought right now, they would call him an idiot for using a risky move that might or 

might not work instead of going with another method like teleporting scrolls or even teleporting himself 

to attack her while she was trapped. 

But, Felix refused to let Duchess Alina teleport away and restart their battle from scratch after already 

showing her too many of his hidden cards! 

One of them was his dehydration sand spells, the absolute counter to any liquid Elementalist! 

He was certain that if he met with Duchess Alina again, it would almost be impossible to deal with her! 

This was it, this was the moment where she dies or he dies! 

'Wish me luck guys...' Felix murmured in his mind as he extended his palm in direction of Duchess Alina. 

Duchess Alina saw this with her blood vision and raise her to guard to the limit, planning to ditch the 

battle the moment Felix attacked her with something she couldn't defend against. 

'I just need a few seconds to recover my complete body and kill him...Just a few seconds!'  

Just like Felix didn't want her to leave, she also didn't want to escape after finally having Felix come face-

to-face with her! 

She knew that the moment she teleport away, Felix would seal himself inside the center of the maze 

again and drag this far longer than it needs to be! 

Meanwhile, Felix's eyes turned gray and his antlers illuminated brilliantly, a sign that he was about to 

use a space spell. 

Just as the primogenitors were anticipating him teleporting or such, Felix uttered calmly, "Spatial 

Imprisonment." 

Whoosh! 

A faint medium-gray hex appeared underneath Duchess Alina or to be exact, underneath the crystalized 

ground! 

This made it completely hidden from Duchess Alina. 



Felix had to hide it since he had yet to master this spell, which meant he could not cast it 

instantaneously yet. 

While the viewers and Duchess Alina had no clue what was Felix doing, he was structuring five pages of 

runic spatial particles at the top of his speed! 

The moment he finished one page, the gray hexagon turn slightly brighter. 

'Come on...Come on...Just a little more.' Asna kept biting her hands nervously as she watched Felix 

attempting to cast a freaking unmastered space spell in the middle of the battle! 

If it was anyone else, the stress would have ruined his focus and made the spell fail construction! 

Meanwhile, Felix was like a robot writing a runic sentence after the other! 

The moment Felix finished half of the page number five, Duchess Alina's body had been finally restored 

back to its form! 

It took her much longer because of the aftermath of the poison and the current pressure on top of her 

head. 

Her form being restored to peak meant that she could easily now escape from the golden palms' 

clutches and play with Felix to death with her insane speed! 

"FELIX!!! YOU ARE A DEAD MAN!!" She yelled out loud from within the crystalized blood barrier, causing 

chills to course through the backs of Selphie, Asna, and all of Felix's loved ones. 

Crack Crack! 

Just as the barrier was about to explode, Felix murmured a letter with a peculiar language, "Seal." 

The instant he did so, the gray hex underneath Duchess Alina manifested a dazzling light that was bright 

enough it penetrated the crystalized ground and caused her danger instincts to go haywire! 

'Oh no!!' 

She had no idea what was the source of the light, but she trusted her instincts, making her decide to 

teleport to one of the remaining blood rivers. 

'Huh?!'  

Alas...The moment the gray hex was completed, her fate was sealed, pun intended. 

'Blood Spawn! Blood Spawn!!! WHY CAN'T I TELEPORT!!!!' 

Furious and somewhat scared, Duchess Alina yelled from within the crystalized blood barrier, not daring 

to destroy it anymore! 

She felt like her entire body was held tightly by something, making it impossible for her to move even an 

inch! 

What's more frightening was her inability to teleport to one of her blood rivers no matter how much she 

commanded it! 



This forced her to keep the barrier intact to avoid getting hit by the golden sand palms. 

"I actually pulled it off in time." Felix sighed in relief while canceling his omnipotent sand spell, retiring 

the golden palms. 

When Duchess Alina noticed this, she took control of her emotions and swiftly destroyed her barrier, 

planning to take advantage of this window to use her blood control on Felix! 

'BLOOD IMPLOSION!' 

Sadly, Felix remained standing with the same indifferent expression. 

This shocked Duchess Alina immensely as her overpowered ability almost never failed her when she was 

in direct eyesight of her target! 

"Don't bother yourself. You have been trapped in a temporarily manifested singular dimension. You can 

see and hear me, but you can't attack me with your abilities." Felix shared calmly while lifting his arm 

high above. 

What he said made Duchess Alina's heartbeats accelerate like a racing car. 

"No, this can't be right!...Blood Clogging! Reverse Blood Flow! Blood Poisoning!" Duchess Alina was 

pushed into despair with each ability used but no effects were noticed on Felix. 

Just as she was about to fall completely into the pits of despair, she recalled Felix's words and regained 

some hope. 

"I can't attack you, but you also can't attack me!" She roared. 

"You are right. I can't attack you with my abilities." 

Felix smiled faintly while his eyes turned gray...Then, he uttered with the most chilling tone, "But I can 

attack you with a spatial spell." 

Before his words could register in Duchess Alina's mind, Felix slashed his arm forward as he roared, 

"Spatial Blade!!!" 

Chapter 1158 The End Of The Great Universal War. 

Duchess Alina's heart stopped beating in fright the instant she witnessed the birth of a gray illuminating 

blade heading in her direction! 

It was slicing space itself and anything that blocked its path! 

"NOOOOOO!!!! PLEASEE!!"  

The Spatial Blade was slow enough it allowed Duchess Alina to beg for mercy instinctively, knowing that 

her death was a sealed case. 

Alas...Her begging fell on deaf ears as Felix watched her getting sliced from the center horizontally! 

He might have called it the Maze of Forgiveness but Felix had no intentions of fulfilling it. 

'You hateful bastard...I loath you! I loath you!' 
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The last thing Duchess Alina did was curse Felix in her mind as she fell into the embrace of death once 

again at his hands... 

The viewers were left staring at her severed affixed corpse in the air with stunned looks, having not a 

single f*cking clue on how things ended up this way. 

So much had occurred in a couple of seconds window, not even the alliance's inner circle leaders 

managed to follow along! 

Thud!  

"It's finally over." 

Felix fell on his bottom with an exhausted but relaxed expression, staring at the traveling spatial blade, 

which was cutting through his maze's walls like tofu. 

He knew that It wasn't going to stop until it run out of energy. 

This time, Queen Ai confirmed Duchess Alina's death with this abrupt announcement: 

-Congratulation to The Void Nation. Duchess Alina has been slain, the battle is over!- 

The moment this announcement echoed trice in the ears of the spectators, they were broken from their 

daze and returned to the world of the living with the most explosive excited howls they could muster!!! 

WOAAAAH!!!! LAANDLOOORD!!!! LAAAANDLOOORD!!!! OH MY LORD!!! 

Some screamed barbarically with heated cheeks, some chanted Felix's name while waving their shirts 

and whatever was in their hands, and some just remained seated on their chairs with words stuck in 

their throat... 

"He did it!! He f*cking did it!!!" In utter disbelief, Eric exclaimed while holding his bald head tightly after 

witnessing true history being made. 

"Haha! That's my boy alright." Grandfather Robert grinned widely as he applauded Felix while sitting 

near Eric, Olivia, and the rest of the earthling team. 

As a true businessman, he didn't shove his head in the world of fights and such, making him unable to 

comprehend fully what Felix had just accomplished. 

However, as his grandfather, he always believed that Felix was going to win no matter how hard it got! 

"He really slayed the twelve-ranked empyrean player in one vs one deathmatch..." Sylvia covered her 

mouth, "Doesn't that mean he is now considered the strongest twelve player in the universe?" 

By now, Sylvia wanted nothing more than to erase her bold challenge to Felix from memory, when she 

promised him that she would defeat him in the future... 

Meanwhile, the elves' royal family had a similar reaction to them besides Selphie, whose eyes turned 

completely red and watery as she stared at Felix's relaxed expression. 

'Thank goddess...' 



She was extremely relieved that Felix had survived and also a bit proud that her years of runic teachings 

turned out to be crucial in Felix's victory. 

It gave her a sense of helping Felix in his journey. A goal she always wished for and sought after, so Felix 

would never discard her to the side in his path... 

On the other hand, the primogenitors' council was noisier than ever as even the most indifferent 

primogenitor couldn't help but slowly applaud the winner for providing them with one of the best 

mortal fights they witnessed in this century! 

"Three spatial lesser spells and one omnipotent sand spell mastered in less than a decade as a 

beginner...All I can say is wow, just wow." Elder Aspidochelone smiled kindly as he clapped with his 

wrinkly palms. 

In the primogenitors' eyes, mastering one spatial space was already an achievement to be proud of. But 

three in less than a decade plus even mastering an omnipotent sand spell? 

They were certain that even Selphie wouldn't have pulled it off when she was first starting to learn runic 

spells! 

"It's official, you bastards have truly hit the jackpot when it comes to having a student." Erebus shared 

with an envious tone as he looked at Felix's masters. 

"We did nothing." Thor smirked, "It was just the result of his extraordinary hard work." 

"I won't deny his hard work, but that little punk has the goddess of luck on his side. I promise you, she 

won't be there forever." Saurous said with a spiteful tone before exiting the primogenitor's Council. 

Wendigo and Mannnagal knew that their enemies were going to shower them with insults and mocking 

statements if they stayed for another second. 

So, they followed after their partner without saying much. 

Though, their crystal clear displeased expressions were enough to let everyone know that none of them 

enjoyed this ending. 

After they left, the primogenitors pulled off a replay of the fight and began analyzing all of Felix's and 

Duchess Alina's actions to spend time. 

Most of the viewers did the same but actually slow down the fight and viewed it again at a 

comprehensible pace...The others didn't care and kept the celebration going. 

"Why didn't Felix use that killer combination when Duchess Alina was banging the wall?" Olivia asked 

with a confused look. 

"Hmm? You're right. He would have killed her much easier and without much risk." 

Leo scratched his head in bafflement after realizing that Felix could have easily cast spatial 

imprisonment while sitting in the center of the maze at his own pace. 

"Maybe the wall made it impossible to do so?" 



"That can't be right. Most spells can be created in any area as long as the runic hex can manifest 

properly and the appropriate elemental energy existed." Olivia shook her head, "Spatial spells use space 

energy, which is literally everywhere. So, the wall shouldn't have been a problem." 

Olivia spent years studying the magic academy and picked up as much knowledge as she could about the 

runic system. So, her words on this subject were ironclad. 

"Maybe he missed it?" Hina guessed, "Such small mistakes happen in stressful situations." 

While most of the earthling team were agreeing with Hina, Noah and Sylvia were able to put themselves 

in Felix's shoes and see what really was going on. 

"Your idea wouldn't have worked." Sylvia explained calmly, "The Duchess was in her strongest form and 

was free to move as she pleased. If Felix used his killer combo at that point, she would easily move out 

of the runic hex the instant she notices the bright light. After all, it took Felix at least two seconds to 

create it." 

"Oh, you're right!" 

"The only reason she got caught by it is because of her own blood barrier blocking her movement!" 

"Damn, Felix really calculates all aspects of his actions before making them." 

When it was explained like this, no one believed that Felix made a mistake and missed that opportunity 

anymore! 

While they were spending time watching the replay and analyzing both fighters' actions, hoping to learn 

something and improve their own fighting style, Felix had already teleported back to his house. 

He was currently receiving the best shoulder massage from Asna, who had the biggest smile ever. 

As for him? He might have returned to his house but his main focus was on his other wisp inside Nimo's 

consciousness. 

Felix could be seen standing in front of his throne which was on a high platform, overseeing the 

thousands of void citizens beneath him. 

Candace was standing next to his right arm while the rest of the councilmen were standing one step 

behind them in one line. 

Felix looked down at his rowdy citizens, who were celebrating their first-ever victory as a nation, giving 

them a new feeling of pride, which they never thought they would experience in their lives! 

When Felix first risked losing the war to save their enemies, he lost a big chunk of respect for them, 

whether they dared to voice their complaints out loud or not. 

But now that he had won his battle, their respect actually increased by tenfolds! 

This made them feel more inclined to be proud of having him as their king instead of seeing him as a 

mere human under their god's care! 



With such respect comes great authority as the moment Felix waved his hand, everyone quietened 

down and focused on him with eyes filled with admiration and awe. 

Felix took a deep breath and began speaking from the heart after seeing the way they were looking at 

him. 

"My fellow citizens, today we stand victorious. After an entire month of sacrifice and struggle, our 

nation has succeeded in achieving a decisive victory in the war." 

"We have shown the universe the strength and resilience of our nation and our people. We have proven 

that when we stand together, there is nothing we cannot accomplish." 

"I want to extend my deepest gratitude to all of you for putting your lives on the line to make a name for 

our nation and also to achieve my own selfish motives. Your bravery and dedication to duty will never 

be forgotten." 

"We might not have paid a great price for this victory, but our war has caused the death of many 

innocent civilians, who were just living their own lives and minding their business." 

"For that, I will never forgive myself and will keep this pain in my heart to remind me that each action 

has an equal effect even if it was a necessity." 

"Thus, our nation's first agenda is to honor the memory of those who have made the ultimate sacrifice, 

whether they were part of us or not." 

"But today, let us celebrate the end of this conflict and look forward to a brighter future for our nation." 

Felix paused to catch his breath and then ended his speech with one final booming promise, "Together, 

we will build, we will heal, and we will move forward as one united nation!!" 

The moment the last word came out of his mouth, the void citizens cheered with bright and excited 

expressions, feeling like their blood was set ablaze with Felix's speech! 

The future sounded bright, their lives looked better than before, and all of this resulted from one man, 

who wasn't even a void creature! 

Although Felix was an outsider, everyone embraced him like a member of their race and began chanting 

his newly and truly earned title...A title that would be given only to Felix and no one but him! 

VOID KING!! VOID KING!!! VOID KING!! VOID KING!!!...VOID KING!!!...VOID KING!!!... 

"Thank you..." 

Felix smiled genuinely as he allowed himself to get showered in his nation's love, having absolutely no 

clue that this was the last time he was going to smile like this for a very long time... 

Chapter 1159 The Day Where Everything Changed... 

Inside a small cozy room with warm, muted colors on the walls, soft lighting, and comfortable 

furnishings, Manananggal and his partners sat silently near a fireplace. 

The room might emit a warm and inviting atmosphere, but those three's cold expressions negated it. 
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"What do we do now?" Saurous broke the silence with an icy tone, "We can't let things end this way." 

"He is right." Wendigo stressed, "All of our strongest descendants have been taken out in this war. In 

other words, our presence in the games has been completely killed off." 

Nothing was worse than this...They knew that all of their future games were never going to be 

entertaining anymore when they knew that an Asgardian had conquered their strongest players. 

"What do you think?" Saurous addressed Manananggal, "You have been awfully quiet. Are you 

considering reviving Alina?" 

Manananggal looked at them and said calmly, "No, I have no need for useless trash." 

When he revived Duchess Alina and the rest of the nobility, he told them that it would be their last 

chance to redeem themselves...As a primogenitor, his word was sacred. 

That's why Duchess Alina reacted so strongly to Felix's strike, knowing deep down that she wasn't going 

to be revived again. 

As for the rest of the vampires? The Marquises were still alive and would handle the forceful 

immigration and such. 

"I was thinking if I should resort to that plan now or wait until things die off and then go for it to not 

draw the irk of the council." Manananggal said. 

"F*ck them, I say we do it now." Saurous said with a murderous look, "We already pretty much lost most 

of our reputation...This won't change anything." 

"I agree." Wendigo nodded before asking, "Have you already arrived though?" 

"I am staring at it right now." Manananggal replied while switching his focus to his main consciousness. 

When he did so, his pupils reflected the peaceful beautiful blue planet Earth... 

"Good, stream it to us." Saurous smiled coldly, "I can't miss this." 

Manananggal opened the stream and showed them that he was hovering tens of thousands of 

kilometers away from Earth. 

Although he was in the frigid coldness and desolateness of space, Manananggal was wearing a formal 

medieval aristocrat outfit, making him appear extremely charming with his fair pale skin and ruby lips. 

He maintained the same indifferent expression like he wasn't affected in the slightest by one of the 

deadliest environments in the universe. 

The most shocking part? He was dangerously close to Earth, yet not a single radar noticed him! 

When Earth became the capital of the Federation, its defenses were enhanced immensely to match its 

status. Yet, they had absolutely no effect on Manananggal! 

"Are you really going to stick to your descendant's plan?" Saurous inquired, "You are already so close, 

you might as well handle it personally." 



"No." Manananggal shook his head in rejection, "It's best to not leave out any evidence of our 

involvement even if they were sure it was us." 

The moment he finished speaking, Manananggal extended his palm forward and released an enormous 

rectangle-shaped smooth silver piece of metal from his divine spatial ring. 

This was the planet-destroyer weapon, the only one in possession of the vampire race!!! 

It was a massive and imposing piece of weaponry, with a sleek design. It was composed of a 

combination of extremely rare alloys and other materials, such as enhanced durasteel and unbreakable 

titanium, giving it  a durable and sturdy appearance. 

At the surface of the weapon's face, there was some sort of a circular deep dent. At the edges of this 

dent, there were an uncountable number of holes. 

Right now, the weapon appeared like a harmless piece of metal, but when it gets turned on, it became 

one of the scariest mass destruction ever invented in the face of the universe! 

Without an ounce of hesitation, Manananggal commanded Queen AI to turn it on. 

Just like a beast awakening to feast, glowing lines with intricate patterns began to brighten up with blue 

light across the entire weapon's body. 

When it was fully brightened, the countless holes in that dent began to absorb the blue light akin to 

hungry black holes. 

"I believe the firing sequence will take at least five minutes more or less." Wendigo asked, "Are you 

using your spiritual pressure to jam the radar signals around it?" 

"Yes."  Manananggal answered calmly. 

This was the reason Manananggal wasn't worried in the slightest that he would be drawing attention to 

him or alarming anyone on Earth. 

His spiritual pressure was so overpowered, he was capable of easily creating a somewhat visible aura of 

pressure around him and the humongous weapon! 

It stopped any kind of radar, no matter their technological advancement! 

To be frank, the planet destroyer weapon was already geared up with the best anti-surveillance system 

of this generation. 

Even though Earth and the Federation were developing at an amazing speed, there was no way they 

would be able to secure a radar capable of passing through such anti-surveillance. 

That's because only the metal race had that radar and they refused to share it with anyone so in case 

sh*t hit the fan, no one would be able to spot their weapons and they would be able to spot their 

enemies' planet-destroyer weapons! 

Still, Manananggal used his spiritual pressure to be extra safe as he didn't have an understanding of such 

technologies or bothered to learn about them. 



After five minutes passed, the countless holes on the edges of the dent were illuminating as brightly as 

the sun when their blinding white lights merged together! 

Queen Ai informed emotionlessly, 'Omega Beam is ready to be fired.' 

'Fire.' 

Manananggal neither did a dramatic pause nor a countdown as he straightaway voiced the order while 

zooming at the pacific ocean or to be exact at the Sky Pearl Island! 

The weapon was directly aiming in that direction as well! 

Without emitting any noise, The circular dent fully disappeared out of sight and was replaced by trillions 

of highly dense white laser beams firing at a single point near the weapon. 

With intrigued looks, Manananggal and his partners watched that focal point grow bigger and bigger 

until it was as gigantic as the circular dent! 

The heat produced was so widely dangerous even Mannnangal was surprised to feel his skin starting to 

melt! 

Stars weren't capable of melting his skin!! 

Yet, he still didn't bother moving an inch away from the weapon. 

'Omega beam is at full capacity...Three...Two...one...Release.'  

The moment Queen Ai voiced her last word, a brilliant and horrific milky white beam was fired in 

direction of Earth at the speed of light! 

Not even Manananggal and his partners' reflexes managed to follow along the beam of light. 

By the time they reacted, the beam of light had already created an explosion so apocalyptic, it had 

reached the exosphere and was still expanding after covering more than half of the pacific ocean... 

This was just the initial explosion! 

The dreadful shockwave arrived shortly, pushing a massive Tsunami that had its peak height almost 

touching the exosphere, which was more than 6,200 km further from the surface! 

This Tsunami plus the destructive pressure of the shockwave traveled through the entire globe at an 

unprecedented speed and literally erased anything from the face of the planet. 

Forests, mountains, buildings, and people... 

It took a mere couple of minutes if not less to make a full circle and return to the pacific ocean that was 

now showing a gargantuan hole so deep and wide, only utter darkness was seen from it, making it earn 

being called a true abyss... 

The rushing water kept pouring into it and disappearing into the abyss, making it resemble a sink but for 

a planet. 



"Well, I will be damned." Wendigo commentated with an astounded look as he watched all the 

continents disappearing out of sight... 

"With that boy's emotional instability, this is bound to break him alright." Saurous smiled diabolically, "I 

do hope it will cause him to snap and begin slaughtering our races after the war ended." 

Saurous knew that if Felix did so, it would give them a reasonable excuse to kill him personally! 

"Whether it happens or not." Wendigo stated indifferently, "This will teach him a lesson on getting 

involved in a conflict he can't handle." 

"My job here is done." Manananggal turned around and sped away, leaving the planet destroyer 

weapon behind. 

Since it was easy to recognize that its owner was the vampire's royal family through its unique code, it 

would easily help the Darkin faction primogenitor switch the blame on the dead Alina... 

Manananggal and his partners found nothing wrong with that as this was Duchess Alina's plan all along! 

To be more exact, she requested her ancestor to deliver the weapon near Earth so she could use it to 

blackmail Felix into surrendering in the war. 

However, this plan wasn't perfect and would easily alert Felix and make him evacuate his family to 

safety first. 

So, it was kept as a plan B...Plan A was the deathmatch that she lost. 

She and Manananggal had already decided to use the weapon on Earth whether she lost the 

deathmatch or won it so Felix would feel the same pain she felt when she lost her home! 

There was no way the pain was going to be the same when Earth was destroyed as a habitable planet 

and more than 40 billion citizens lost their lives in an instant! 

An amount that was nowhere close to 0.1% of all the death of the three races combined in this war... 

Felix was going to find out about this in the worst possible way. 

A series of cold notifications from Queen Ai... 

Vrr Vrr... 

With two vibrations, Felix glanced at his AP bracelet with an easy-going smile, still enjoying Asna's 

shoulder massage. 

The instant he glanced at the screen and saw what was written on the flood of notifications, his smile 

stiffened, his heart stopped beating, his brain suffered from a short circuit, and his breathing halted 

instantly... 

"What's wrong?" Asna tilted her head in confusion after she felt Felix's shoulders tense up with the rest 

of his body. 

When he didn't answer her, she looked at his bracelet and her heart fell flat while her pupil widened to 

the limit. 



-I regret to inform you of the passing of Slyvia Ivanova.- 

-I regret to inform you of the passing of Hina  Suzuki.- 

-I regret to inform you of the passing of Leo Bridges.- 

-I regret to inform you...- 

-I regret to inform you of the passing of Charlotte Maxwell.- 

-I regret to inform you...- 

-I regret to inform you of the passing of Erik Boggous.- 

After more than thirty names were dropped, Just when it seemed like the notifications were about to 

end, Queen Ai sent one more. 

-I regret to inform you of the passing of Robert Maxwell.- 

She really saved the worst for last as the moment it flew by Felix's eyes, his brain forcefully caused him 

to pass out after sensing his emotions going absolutely haywire... 

Thud! 

Felix's head landed on the couch with his eyes still wide open, but not an ounce of life was seen in 

them... 

"Felix!! Felix!!! FEEELIIX!!!" 

Chapter 1160 The First Stage Of Grief...Denial. I 

"Felix!! Felix!!! FEEELIIX!!!" 

No matter how loud Asna screamed or shook Felix, he neither woke up nor reacted...He just kept lying 

there like a dead log, refusing to wake up and accept the harsh reality before him. 

"BASTARDS!! BASTARDS!!!!" Absolutely lived, Thor roared with a twisted expression, having a strong 

feeling that the Darkin faction's primogenitors had a hand in this. 

He wasn't the only incensed in Felix's consciousness space. Fenrir, Jörmungandr, and even the pacifist 

Lady Sphinx emitted a strong murderous aura, holding absolutely nothing back! 

It was so strong, Candace was smashed into the lake forcefully like she was under an intense level of 

gravity! 

"Please control your emotions..." Elder Kraken said while using his spiritual pressure to protect Candace 

from getting killed by an accident. 

As the last to be awakened and join the group, Elder Kraken sympathized with Felix's situation but he 

wasn't emotionally affected by it as much as the others. 

"I am calm." 

Lady Sphinx was the first to regain control over her outburst with a single deep breath. 
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Make no mistake, she didn't get rid of them, she simply buried them temporarily to bring out her 

rationality back. 

"This isn't the time to be furious." Lady Sphinx addressed Thor and his partners, "We have to get to the 

bottom of this and also help Felix mitigate the blow when he wakes up again." 

"You're right." Fenrir agreed with an icy tone. 

Thor and Jörmungandr might have taken control of their auras, but their murderous and cold stares 

hadn't changed one bit. 

"I have just received the news...Earth was wiped out by a planet-destroyer weapon." Lady Sphinx shared 

while linking her consciousness with one of her copies, who was watching a reporter breaking the news 

throughout the entire universe. 

"As you can see behind me, The Mariana Federation Capital has been attacked by a planet-destroyer 

weapon, leaving a humongous hole in the pacific ocean and drowning all the land temporarily." 

"According to the latest reports of live witnesses in space stations and the cities on the moon, the 

explosion was so destructive, some of them swore to have felt the shockwave reaching them." 

"This attack has taken place less than half a minute ago and we still don't have much information about 

the planet's condition or whether anyone managed to survive such as an apocalyptic event." 

"I believe the Federation will be sending their fleets soon to check for survivors and evacuate them to 

safety." 

"We will continue to bring you updates on this developing story as more information becomes available. 

Thank you and please send prayers and wishes for the departed..." 

The reporter concluded her report with reddened eyes and a bit of emotion in her voice even though 

she tried her best to be as professional as possible. 

Since she was the first to report the news in less than half a minute of the event, it was clear that she 

was inside one of the moon cities or the space stations unaffected by the explosion. 

For her to be so near it only meant that she was possibly one of the native residents of Earth...To see her 

home planet getting blown out live was absolutely heartbreaking. 

Clearly, she wasn't the only one with such a reaction as all surviving earthlings around the universe had 

fallen into a state of utter disbelief and denial after hearing the news. 

Whether they had families on Earth or not, none of them had taken the destruction of their home lightly 

one bit. 

"This can't be real...This is fake! This is fake news!! This is fake!! Fake!!" 

Inside a classroom in the elvish magic academy, the quiet and earnest Olivia shocked all the elves with 

her screaming at the top of her lungs akin to a lunatic. 

She had just rushed to the class after Felix's battle was concluded as she couldn't skip another one. 



"What's going on Olivia?" The teacher asked with a concerned tone, knowing that Olivia almost never 

made an outburst even when she was being bullied in the academy 24/7. 

"Sob...Sob...This is fake, please be fake....please..." Olivia's anger turned into weeping as she kept 

begging for everything to be just a badly executed prank. 

Alas, she had received the same notifications as Felix, informing her that no one in her family or the 

earthling team had survived... 

Just as some of the elves were about to make a joke about Olivia finally losing her marbles, all of their 

bracelets began vibrating at once. 

When they glanced at them and saw the newest viral news, all of them were left with widened eyes in 

shock, glancing between their bracelets and Olivia over and over again. 

"Oh dear...How horrible..." The teacher cover her mouth and glanced at Olivia, who was crying her eyes 

out. 

No one here understood the pain that Olivia was going through as she was just watching the death 

match with her friends like life was going to last forever. 

Ten minutes later or so. They were erased from existence with her family as well. 

Still, she didn't have it as hard as Noah... 

Unfortunately, his dearest sister Grace, and the only person he ever cared about in his entire life was 

also announced dead. 

He had received the notification right after barely winning a tough fight against an army of Ice Trolls... 

With his bulky werewolf body packed with bloody wounds, Noah stood at the center of tens of Ice Trolls 

corpses with his unblinking blue eyes affixed on the AP Bracelet's screen. 

The heavy snow fell on his furry shoulders from a gloomy gray sky while the harsh wind blew it away. 

While others would have problems with being alone in such cold and deserted environments, fighting 

Ice Trolls nonstop, Noah had absolutely no problems with that. 

All because he knew that the stronger he got the easier it would be for him to protect his little sister. 

Yet here he was, standing all alone and this time with a broken heart and a broken soul. 

He neither raged nor cried...He neither spoke nor fainted. 

He just kept staring at his bracelet without a single emotion on his face like a robot that had its batteries 

removed... 

Roar! 

Suddenly, an Ice Troll rose from the pile of corpses with three long frozen gushes on his chest. 

His feet were wobbly and his vision seemed to be unclear, Yet, his blood-red eyes showed the assailant 

before him as clear as daylight. 



With another booming roar, he rushed at Noah and swung his icy club at his head! 

Noah didn't even spare the Ice Troll or his club a glance as he remained frozen in the same position. 

Just as the club was about to smash his head apart, it got frozen in place with the rest of the Troll's 

body...Then, they shattered into fine icy fragments. 

Fenrir appeared next to Noah out of nowhere in his humanoid form and gave Noah a bitter and 

remorseful look. 

"Sigh, this is my fault. You are part of my pack and I still left your little sister to die at the hands of my 

enemies. No matter how much hatred we have for each other, I never expected them to reach this new 

level of lowness...Never." Fenrir spoke with an apologetic tone, knowing deep down that Noah wasn't 

hearing anything. 

He might be standing and had his eyes open, but he knew that Noah's consciousness had been shut out 

and frozen in the deepest part of his soul. 

A reaction thousand times worse than passing out... 

Fenrir, Thor, Jörmungandr, and even Lady Sphinx blamed themselves for this one way or another. 

None of them bothered to consider babysitting and protecting their students' loved ones since they felt 

that no matter how much hatred was between the factions, it would never branch out to unrelated 

people...Especially when they were mere mortals, who didn't even know about their existence. 

As primogenitors, there was a red line that none of them would think of crossing. Neither the Asgardian 

faction nor the Darkin faction had crossed it ever since their enmity had started. 

It was none other than avoiding the involvement of their students' families. 

Jörmungandr, Thor, Fenrir, Saurous, Wendigo, and Mannanangal all had many students from the 

primogenitors' Era and they died in their battles...Yet, their families were never touched. 

So, all of them believed that the Darkin faction would still uphold to this unspoken pact just like in the 

old days... 

But clearly, Felix had gotten under their skin to the point they had no issues with crossing it in this 

Era...Fenrir and Felix's masters knew that it was up to them to take responsibility for their lapse of 

judgment. 

"I am truly sorry, my child." Fenrir hugged Noah for a little and said with the most chilling tone in his 

ears, "I will make them pay for this...I promise you, they will pay for this." 

 


